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          Nifty Intra-week Chart 

Open positional calls- 

 

T+15 Positional Sell- 

Future Segment: WIPRO Fut (373.00) on rise in the 

price range of @ 375-378, TGT- 345, SL- closing above 

390 

 

T+3 Positional Sell- 

Future Segment: HCL TECH Fut on rise @ 1050-1055, 

TGT- 1015, SL- 1075 

 

T+7 Positional Option Pair Strategy- 

Leg 1: Buy RIL 28 Feb 1260-CE (1 Lot) @ 16.00 

Leg 2: Sell RIL 28 Feb 1280-CE (1 Lot) @ 11.00  

Trade ends if RIL-Spot closes below 1195, Target- 1275 

 

T+5 Positional Buy- 

Future Segment: M&M Fut (CMP- 639.50) on dips 

around @ 637, TGT- 667, SL- below 622 

 

Extended BTST Positional Buy- 

*Future Segment: L&T FH Fut @ 127, TGT- 132, SL- 

124.50 

The Nifty ended the week in green. It recovered exactly from the lower end of the predefined range 10,600-10,980, mentioned in 
our previous weekly communication, towards ending with a Hammer candle on weekly chart. However, resistance placed around 
10,800 restricted further rise, which may act as the major immediate pivotal resistance in coming week as well. Chart pattern 
along with position of leading indicators is pointing towards the Nifty is unlikely to find escape route out of the prolonged range 
10,600-11,000. Further, thorough technical study of the weekly as well as the daily chart patterns suggests; the Nifty broader 
trading range for the coming week is expected to be 10,600-10,950. 
 
The Nifty ended 0.02% up at 10,791.65. It opened flat and remained narrowly range bound for the entire session towards ending 
flat. Support placed around 10,740 remained unharmed. However, the benchmark index has to breakout immediate resistance 
placed around 10,810 towards unfolding next leg of rise. Higher resistances are placed around 10,850 and 10,910.  
 
It ended 0.62% up on the weekly chart. It kicked started the week on a weaker note followed by recovery from around 10,600 
levels towards ending the week with a Hammer candle. Immediate resistance placed around 10,810 remained intact. Candle 
pattern suggests, the benchmark index may again see buying on dips around critical supports placed around 10,740 and 10,600. 
However, the benchmark index breaking out 10,810 is still a possibility as long as pivotal support placed around 10,600 remains 
intact. 
 
Nifty patterns on multiple time frames show; the benchmark index ended with a Hammer candle nearer to weekly high. Howev-
er, breakout 10,800 is necessary towards unfolding further rise. On an extended note, we expect Nifty to continue oscillating in 
the broader price band of 10,600-10,950 in the first half of the week. 
 
Nifty pivotal supports & resistances for the coming week- 
Supports- 10740, 10600 Resistances- 10810, 10950 
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Sensex Intra-week Chart 

FII Derivatives Flow (In Crore)  22-01-2019 

Institutional Flow (In Crore)  22-01-2019 

Market in Retrospect 

Market Turnover (In Crore) 22-01-2019 

NIFTY Top Gainers 

NIFTY Top Losers 

Bulk and Block Deals 

Instrument Purchase Sale Net 

Index Future 1910.17 1834.59 75.58 

Index Option 69366.79 69360.34 6.44 

Stock Future 12089.46 13175.75 -1086.29 

Stock Option 7681.65 7734.00 -52.36 

Name Last Previous 

NSE Cash 38919.4  28448.32  

NSE F&O 464334.36  1514786.09  

BSE Cash 2,900.23  2,160.09  

BSE F&O 0.23  0.23  

Name %5D Day Vol Avg 5 Day Vol %1D 

Vedanta 15.17    14,190,345.00     14,572,300.00  3.07 

ONGC 10.07    18,273,813.00     17,156,010.00  1.12 

IOCL 4.65 9.37    24,995,422.00        8,505,881.00  

Tata Motors 2.71 7.83    13,011,477.00     15,032,970.00  

Tata Steel 0.69 7.44    10,005,723.00        9,849,453.00  

Name %5D Day Vol Avg 5 Day Vol %1D 

ITC 2.07       8,763,445.00     25,128,510.00  0.27 

Coal India 2.27       5,229,408.00        6,234,141.00  0.58 

Indusind Bank 0.59 3.09       1,314,113.00        1,509,517.00  

Kotak Bank 3.98 3.56    83,859,904.00        1,541,950.00  

TCS 0.60 5.13       2,271,955.00        3,722,100.00  

https://www.nseindia.com/products/content/equities/equities/bulk.htm 

http://www.bseindia.com/markets/equity/EQReports/

BulknBlockDeals.aspx 

Institution Purchase Sale Net (Last Day) Net Wk Net Mnth 

FII 10437.99  4126.98  6311.01  5026.41 6122.41 

DII 3717.9  2879.02  838.88  4654.84 7074.59 

Indian equity benchmarks resumed weekly gains after 

a blip last week. This after the benchmark indices wit-

nessed a topsy-turvy trade today. Sensex Index ended 

0.07% lower at 35,871.48 and the Nifty ended at 

10,791, up 0.02%. 

 

Nifty Metal was the top gainer, gaining by 6.17%, fol-

lowed by Nifty Realty which was up by 4.76%. Nifty IT 

was the top loser, losing by 0.83%. 

 

Vedanta was the top weekly gainer, gaining by 15.17%, 

followed by ONGC & IOCL, which gained by  10.07% & 

9.37% respectively. TCS was the top loser, losing by 

5.13%, followed by Kotak Mahindra Bank & Indusind 

Bank, which fell by 3.56% & 3.09% respectively. 
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MSCI Indices Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  %Ch1D 

World 2077.44 0.53 4.98 4.71 1.88 17.05 15.33 2.32 2.21 0.30 

ACWI 501.69 0.69 4.87 5.05 3.19 16.26 14.88 2.19 2.09 0.24 

Asia Pacific 159.03 2.20 4.11 5.54 9.67 12.83 13.11 1.40 1.37 0.18 

EM 1050.99 1.98 3.99 7.68 12.48 12.13 12.20 1.51 1.47 0.16 

US European In Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  %Ch1D 

Dow Jones 25850.63 1.20 5.93 5.67 3.56 16.50 15.65 3.97 3.75 0.40 

NASDAQ 7459.71 0.53 6.26 6.99 3.46 32.15 21.28 4.20 4.05 0.39 

S&P500 2774.88 0.79 5.39 4.72 2.62 18.39 16.60 3.28 3.04 0.35 

CBOE VIX 14.24 12.21 31.54 31.54 23.93 NA NA NA NA 1.52 

FTSE100 7194.78 0.58 4.25 3.37 0.79 15.76 12.59 1.71 1.68 0.38 

CAC40 5215.04 1.20 7.58 5.61 1.77 17.55 13.32 1.56 1.46 0.36 

DAX 11477.58 1.57 3.49 3.04 7.90 12.93 12.43 1.52 1.43 0.48 

Asian Indices Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  %Ch1D 

Nikkei225 21425.51 2.51 3.89 1.02 1.43 15.81 15.47 1.65 1.60 0.18 

Hang Seng 28816.30 3.28 6.71 10.75 6.94 10.86 11.06 1.37 1.23 0.65 

STI 3269.90 0.93 2.42 7.51 6.27 12.39 12.73 1.14 1.09 0.24 

Taiwan  10322.92 2.56 4.33 6.26 3.18 13.45 14.24 1.56 1.61 0.03 

KOSPI 2230.50 1.57 5.32 7.76 7.61 10.91 10.92 0.91 0.91 0.08 

BRIC Indices Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB  %Ch1D 

IBOVESPA 96932.27 1.10 1.92 10.81 11.82 20.77 12.00 2.05 1.79 0.40 

Russian 1192.97 1.31 1.98 4.80 8.30 5.38 5.65 0.83 0.75 0.37 

SHANGHAI Com 2804.23 4.54 8.70 6.00 14.21 13.23 10.53 1.46 1.25 1.91 

SENSEX 35871.48 0.17 1.57 2.55 6.07 27.04 22.11 2.92 2.88 0.07 

NIFTY 10791.65 0.63 1.20 2.52 3.94 24.26 20.64 2.86 2.76 0.02 

NSE VIX 15.45 6.14 14.10 19.36 4.16 - - - - 3.75 

Shipping Ind Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

Baltic Dry 630.00 0.32 39.19 38.11 46.02 1.29 

BWIRON 151.96 2.10 1.84 1.25 21.92 0.50 

SG Dubai HY 3.61 0.28 3.74 31.27 42.24 39.23 

Energy Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

NYMEX Crude 57.06 4.87 8.54 4.45 9.10 0.18 

Natural Gas 2.68 4.08 9.89 34.81 8.66 0.70 

Agro Cmdty Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

Coffee  99.70 1.72 6.47 14.75 25.60 0.25 

Cotton 74.58 4.00 0.07 6.63 2.47 0.77 

Sugar 13.28 6.92 1.68 3.91 10.09 0.61 

Wheat 490.25 3.97 6.97 4.48 8.66 0.15 

Soybean 924.75 0.76 0.22 1.65 9.85 0.05 

Precious Metals Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

Gold($/Oz) 1322.66 0.08 2.91 7.76 0.72 0.08 

Silver($/Oz) 15.84 0.35 3.28 9.31 4.64 0.23 

LME Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

Copper 6380.00 3.96 6.67 2.33 10.38 0.39 

Aluminium 1905.00 2.97 2.86 2.48 13.45 1.98 

Zinc 2683.00 3.55 3.67 4.48 24.23 0.56 

Lead 2066.00 1.42 2.63 2.99 19.11 1.22 

Nickel 12850.00 5.33 8.90 16.61 7.19 0.43 

MSCI Indices ended on a strong note 
led by Asia Pacific and EM ended 
2.20% & 1.98% higher over last week. 
 
US & European Indices also end the 
week in green. Among US Indices, Dow 
Jones ended at 1.2%, whereas DAX 
was the top gainer with 1.57%. 
FTSE100 was the sole loser declining 
0.58%. 
 
CBOE VIX ended at 14.24, 12.21% 
down. 

Asian Indices ended in green led 
by Hang Seng gaining 3.28%. It 
was followed by Taiwan with 
2.56%. 
 
Apart from IBOVESPA, all the BRIC 
indices ended on a positive note. 
Shanghai Com. outperformed its 
peers gaining 4.54%. Nifty ended 
0.63% higher, whereas Sensex 
gained 0.17% during the week. 
 
NSE VIX declined 6.14% at 15.45. 

Precious 

Metals & 

LME ended 

on a positive 

note. Gold 

ended 0.08% 

higher. Nick-

el & Copper 

outper-

formed in 

LME gaining 

5.33% & 

3.96% re-

spectively. 

In Energy 

indices, NY-

MEX crude 

was up 

4.87%, 

where Natu-

ral Gas 

gained 

4.08% over 

the week. 

Forex Rate %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

USD Index 96.64 0.27 0.35 0.08 7.69 0.03 

EUR 1.13 0.39 0.18 0.55 8.03 0.04 

GBP 0.77 0.97 0.45 1.07 7.21 0.21 

BRL 3.76 1.17 0.07 0.92 13.20 0.86 

JPY 110.87 0.36 1.35 1.88 3.72 0.15 

INR 71.15 0.11 0.41 0.64 8.58 0.14 

CNY 6.72 0.78 1.29 3.14 5.48 0.02 

KRW 1125.30 0.31 0.49 0.34 3.64 0.00 

Money Mkt Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

ICE LIBOR USD 2.66 0.76 3.54 0.39 39.89 0.84 

MIBOR 0.31 0.00 0.00 3.13 6.06 0.00 

INCALL 6.50 6.56 1.52 0.78 7.44 1.56 

Bond Yld 10Y Yield %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

US  2.68 0.81 2.01 12.36 8.10 0.27 

UK 1.18 1.72 10.81 17.37 23.67 1.83 

Brazil  5.41 1.55 5.20 2.19 9.45 0.60 

Japan 0.04 76.19 1333.33 137.00 166.07 2.63 

Aus  2.10 0.19 8.87 21.32 27.05 2.00 

India 7.41 0.69 1.47 3.90 4.34 0.82 

Polymer Mkt Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

HDPE 1050.00 0.00 0.47 14.98 19.23 

LDPE 1020.00 0.00 0.00 8.93 16.39 

Injection Grade  1090.00 0.46 1.40 12.45 17.42 

General purpose 1125.00 0.90 1.81 11.07 16.04 

Polystyrene HIPS 1450.00 1.36 1.40 6.45 12.65 

Polystyrene GPPS 1370.00 0.72 1.48 7.43 13.29 

Among Forex, CNY was the outperformer gaining 

0.78%, whereas, BRL was the underperformer 

declining 1.17%. INR appreciated 0.11% over the 

week and ended at 71.15. 
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News Impact 
Result Update 

Mahindra CIE  

 Standalone revenue for Q4CY18 reported at INR614.9 crore, up 9.5% YoY. Rising raw material prices have 

dented its gross margin by 520 bps YoY to 44.6%. 

 Absolute EBITDA for the quarter under review stood at INR69.4 crore, up 17% YoY and EBITDA margin 

improved by 72 bps YoY to 11.3% owing to optimization in other expenses and employee benefit expense.  

 Co. reported an adjsuted PAT of INR41.8 crore, up 93.9% YoY and PAT margin improved by 296 bps YoY to 

6.8% due to higher financing cost and lower effective tax rate. 

 In Q4 CY18, Co. has created a provision for impairment on additional investment in Stokes Group Limited 

amounting to INR11.61 crore and also recognized a loss on sale of investment in Mahindra Forgings 

Europe AG worth INR12.5 crore. 

ConCall Highlights 

Deepak Fertilizers & Petrochemicals  

 Chemicals segment reported revenues of INR947 Cr. in Q3FY19 as compared to INR1192 Cr. in Q3 FY18. 

Production volumes of IPA and Acids were impacted due to raw water supply cuts by MIDC and IPA plant 

shutdown. Raw water supplies have improved since then and IPA plant is now operating in full swing. 

 Margins of IPA were impacted due to higher raw material cost (RGP up by ~25% YoY) and inability to pass 

through due to import price parity. 

 Fertilizer segment reported revenues of INR501 Cr. in Q3FY19 as compared to INR449 Cr. in Q3FY18. NPK 

sales volumes were lower during the quarter due to unfavorable market condition, raw material shortage 

and drought in core command area. 

 Other headwinds in this quarter included increase in global prices of key raw materials in Q3FY19 

(phosphoric acid, Ammonia and LNG) and lower monsoon in core regions of Maharashtra and Karnataka 

which also resulted in lower capacity utilization. 

 Phosphoric Acid supplies have been restored to normal levels from January onwards led by successful trial 

runs with different suppliers (Jordan, Vietnam, Senegal) Also, a price reduction of approx. USD15 MT has 

been witnessed.  

 Ammonia price in Q3 increased by 25% YoY over Q3, which muted the recovery. However, ammonia price 

is showing downward trend and has already reduced by approx. 8%-10% in January 2019 and mgmt. said 

this trend should continue. 

 Expansion for Nitric Acid capacities at Dahej plant will be completed by FY19. Successfully completed the 

mechanical completion and production trial runs are in progress. 
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News Impact 
TIL Ltd 

 In Q3FY19, the company has generated revenue of INR30cr from Customer support.  The management is 

maintaining its earlier FY19 Revenue guidance of INR480-500cr.  

 As on 31st Dec 2018 order book stands at INR165 cr v/s INR116 cr last year. Out of which the 

management expects around INR117 cr to be executed in Q4FY19. 

 Other expense was higher in Q3FY18 due to high foreign exchange losses which was minimal in Q3FY19. 

 Employee cost is higher YoY due to recruitment in senior positions in the company in 2019. This cost has 

however stabilized and to remain at similar levels going forward. 

 Due to lack of funds, Kharagpur project has been delayed and as result commissioning of the plant is now 

expected from April FY21 instead of earlier Dec FY20. 

 The management expects Saibaba land to fetch INR90-100 cr which would be used to clear any debt taken 

for Kharagpur plant. However, no deal has been finalized yet. 

 The company has received orders to supply 25 Reach-stackers from Container Corp, to be executed and 

come in the books from Q4FY19 onwards. 

HEG Limited 

 HEG beats street estimates reporting standalone revenue of INR1,865 Cr (up 12% YoY and 4% QoQ), 

EBITDA of INR1,315 Cr (up 135% YoY and down 4% QoQ) and Net Income of INR866 Cr (153% YoY and 

down 2.5% QoQ) respectively.  

 The Company’s EBITDA and Pat margins fell on a sequential basis due to increase in Raw Material prices 

which affected the margins as well as minor drop in utilization level by 3% to 82% on a sequential basis. 

They expect the utilization level to remain in +80% level during the Q4 FY19. 

 The Company has a capex of INR1,200 Cr for expanding the facility for additional 20,000 MT capacity and 

expects to complete the expansion by next 3 years. The plan is at a phase of site allocation and contracts 

finalization. 

 The ban on exports to Iran caused some revenue loss during the quarter as Iran exports constituted 

around 7-8% of total sales. 

 The management stated that HEG makes 80% Graphite Electrodes of UHP grade, demand for which has 

remained strong. However, the spot prices have fallen as most clients are now into long term quarterly/

semi-annual contract bound and prices of those average at USD7,800 per tonne, which in our view is a 

fall of 15-20% of the long term contract prices during mid Aug 2018. 

 The Company has applied to the SEBI with Buyback proposals of INR750 Cr at INR5,500 per share and is 

waiting for the approval of SEBI, in which Promoters are participating for 50%. 
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News Impact 
Automotive Axles  

 Co. has moderated its FY19 revenue guidance to INR1900-1950 crore owing to the current softness in the 

CV segment. EBITDA margin and PAT margin are expected to be around 11.6% and 9.1% respectively by 

FY19 end.  

 During Q3FY19, Co. has ventured into a new product vertical i.e. Suspension system and started 

producing for one of the largest OEM in India from Nov’18. The Slipper Tyre Suspension has received a 

warm response from its buyers as it improves the fuel efficient and reduces the maintenance cost. 

Management has indicated that this product may contribute 8-15% of the overall revenue in medium 

term. 

 Unless volume improves significantly Co. is not expecting a major jump in revenue and profitability with 

the implementation of BS VI emission standard. 

 During Q3FY19, Co. posted a robust growth owing to market share gain, product line improvement and 

new customer acquisition in export market. 

 Co. has guided for a CapEx of INR200 crore for FY19. Co. is setting up a greenfield facility in Pithampur in a 

passed manner. The capital outlay is expected to be around INR60-70 crore for the first phase. 

 Co. is intending to launch e-axle in India when electric mobility will gain enough traction from the Indian 

market and can offer sufficient volume to the company. 

VST Tillers Limited  

 95% of the Power Tillers are subsidized and Tractors have also started to become a part of the subsidy 

scheme and currently, 20% of the Co.’s Tractor volume comes through the subsidy scheme. 

 On YoY basis, during Q3FY19 Co. experienced a volume de-growth in its two major product offerings i.e. 

Power Tillers (34%) and Tractors (32%) due to drought in its strong markets (Maharashtra, Gujrat & 

Northern Karnataka), delay in rolling out of subsidy scheme in certain states and lack of product variety. 

 During Q3FY19, Co. opted for 5-7% YoY price hike in Power tiller space and 3% YoY price hike in tractors. 

 Co. has guided for a CapEx of INR240 crore for 5 years till 2021. 

 Management has indicated that Power Tiller market has stagnated and that’s why Co. has tied up with a 

Korean brand to revamp its premium tractor offering. 

 Delay in the disbursement of subsidy has a bearing on its volume growth and despite taking several 

measures it is still a matter of concern barring Andhra Pradesh. Recently proposed “Direct Benefit 

Transfer” (DBT) scheme which is likely to get implemented from April’19, is expected to solve the problem 

of delay in subsidy disbursement. 

 Co. has launched tractor in 35-50 HP category which has got an encouraging response from its customers 

and can contribute a significant portion of the revenue in the medium term. 
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News Impact 
Mahindra CIE  

 During Q4 CY18, Co. shifted its Composites Pimpri plant to newly established Kanhe plant. New plant at 

Stampings Kanhe will start its operations from Q1 CY19. 

 Last quarter Co. added many new clients. In the foundry business it added KIA Motors and in the gear 

business it added Hino Motors, in Lithuania it added Linamar and Bill Forge has been shortlisted by KIA 

Motors to supply certain EV components once it starts producing EVs.   

 Co. has launched Scissor gears with no backlash in Q4 CY18. 

 Management indicated that deceleration of Indian auto market caused Co.’s QoQ revenue de-growth in 

its India operations. However, due to optimization in operating expenses Co. managed to improve its 

operating margins despite drop in volume. 

 In CY18, for its Indian Operations Co. has invested INR153.6 crore for establishing Stampings plant in 

Kanhe, to increase the gears capacity and for commissioning of BF Mexico Nexteer line majorly. Certain 

amount has also been used to increase BF India’s capacity of hot & cold forgings and composites new 

plant.   

 For its European Operations Co. has invested around INR42 crore in CY18 to establish a new Legazpi 3000 

TN press and to increase Metalcastello’s production capacity. 

 M&M, Maruti, Tata cumulatively contribute 47% of the revenue from Indian operations whereas Dailmer, 

Renault & VW together contribute 33% of the European revenue. On a consolidated basis, business from 

M&M, Dailmer & Renault contribute 31% of the revenue. 

 Management indicated that average tax rate will be around 30% going forward. 

 Capacity utilization of Co.’s Indian facilities stood at around 75% whereas it is around 95% for its European 

operations. 
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News Impact 
Domestic News 

L&T arm wins over INR7,000-crore contract for building a major airport  

Infrastructure major Larsen & Toubro (L&T) on its construction arm has won a contract for building a 

major airport. The engineering and construction company, however, did not provide the exact value of 

the contract; but specified that as per its classification, the mega-project is in the range of over INR7,000 

crore. L&T Construction has secured a mega contract for design and construction of a major airport. The 

engineering, procurement, and construction orders have been secured to execute development works of 

a major airport. It, however, did not specify the name of the airport.  

IOC signs USD1.5 billion deal to buy US crude oil 

In the first-ever deal by an Indian company, Indian Oil Corp it has signed an annual deal worth USD1.5 

billion to import 3 million tonnes of crude oil in the fiscal year beginning April 1. This is the first time any 

Indian refiner has signed an annual contract since the country in 2017 began importing crude oil from the 

US. IOC has finalized a term contract for import of up to 3 million tonnes of crude oil of US origin grades 

as a part of its strategy to diversify term crude sources. The contract was finalised on February 15. 

RBI to consider early INR28000 crore interim dividend to government 

RBI will consider an early transfer of a part of its profit to the government, which is desperate for cash to 

fund populist pledges ahead of a national election. The government has budgeted for INR28000 crore 

(USD4 billion) in interim payment from the RBI. Any payout from the central bank will help partly bridge 

the government’s budget gap in the year ending March after it missed tax collection and asset sale 

targets. It could also be key to funding the Modi government’s income support program for farmers 

ahead of a general election due by May. 

SC refuses to reopen of Sterlite plant in Tuticorin; sets aside NGT order 

The Supreme Court refused to allow the reopening of Vedanta's Sterlite plant in Tuticorin in Tamil Nadu 

but granted it liberty to approach the high court. It said NGT has no jurisdiction to order reopening of the 

plant. The court was hearing a plea by Vedanta group seeking a direction to Tamil Nadu Pollution Control 

Board to implement the NGT order which had set aside the government's decision to close the plant. 

Maharashtra solar auction winning tariffs remain unchanged at INR2.74 per unit 

Recent Tariffs in Maharashtra's latest solar auction for 1,000 MW, remained almost unchanged from the 

last one conducted eight months ago, with mostly domestic developers participating. Shiv Solar and 

Acme Solar won 50MW and 300MW respectively at the lowest winning tariff of INR2.74 per unit, while 

ReNew Power and Avaada Energy won 300MW and 350MW at INR2.75 per unit. The tariff is distinctly 

lower than that at the last solar auction held in the country, by Gujarat in December, at which the 

winning price was INR2.84 per unit. 
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News Impact 

Airtel, Voda Idea raise global roaming rates by up to 25% 

Subscribers of Bharti Airtel and Vodafone Idea travelling abroad will have to pay more as India’s two 

older mobile phone companies have increased their international roaming (IR) prices by as much as 20%, 

in a step to boost revenue and margins. The latest pricing moves by the two telecom operators come 

soon after they unveiled minimum recharge plans and increased rates on some tariff plans. Experts add 

that going forward, there are likely to be more such tweaks in tariff plans — local and roaming — as 

incumbent telcos focus on getting back into the black over time. SIM card provider Matrix, on its part, 

said it is hopeful that it can take advantage and grab 20% of the overseas travelling customer base from 

telcos by offering them prices lower than what operators are offering. 

Tata Motors to begin next phase of e-mobility journey from Geneva 

Tata Motors which offers the electric version of half a dozen of its models in the passenger and 

commercial vehicle segment, will kick-start the next phase of its electric mobility journey from Geneva 

Motor Show in March where it is set to unveil its newly developed electric car. The car is based on the 

Alpha architecture, which will underpin future models that can be adapted for alternative technologies, 

including hybrid and electric. This concept that will be productionised soon. Last year, based on its 

Omega platform architecture, the firm had unveiled the E-Vision electric car concept. There are no 

immediate plans to productionise the model. 

Rabi food grain output to hit a new high in 2018-19 

India is poised to harvest record food grains in 2018-19 as the production of cereals and pulses grown 

during rabi season is likely to touch an all-time high. The bumper production for the third consecutive 

year will be a challenge for the next government to ensure farmers get reasonably good prices, as mandi 

rates of many kharif oilseeds and pulses were seen 30-40% below their MSPs. There will be a record 

output of food grains in rabi season. First time, wheat production in the country is likely to exceed 100 

million tonne this year. The weather has been very favourable so far and there is no report of any disease 

from any centers. 

Govt announces INR48,239 crore recapitalisation plan for 12 banks 

The government on announced it would pump in INR48,239 Cr. in 12 public sector banks in the current 

fiscal year to help them maintain regulatory capital requirement and finance growth plans. The 

government will infuse INR9,086 Cr. into Corporation Bank and INR6,896 Cr. into Allahabad Bank — the 

two "better-performing" banks currently under the Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) supervision of the 

RBI. Further, INR4,638 Cr. and INR205 Cr. will be provided to Bank of India and Bank of Maharashtra. 

These banks recently came out of the PCA framework. Punjab National Bank will get INR5,908 Cr., Union 

Bank of India INR4,112 Cr., Andhra Bank INR3,256 Cr. and Syndicate Bank INR1,603 Cr. The government 

will pump in INR12,535 Cr. in four other banks under the PCA framework — Central Bank of India, United 

Bank, UCO Bank and Indian Overseas Bank. In December, the government had infused INR28,615 Cr. into 

seven public sector banks (PSBs) through recapitalisation bonds. 
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News Impact 

Aarti Industries Ltd. has announced that the company has entered into USD125 mn multi

-year contract with a Global Chemical Conglomerate. 

 Aarti lndustries Ltd announced that they have signed a USD125 mn (lNR900 Cr. at current Exchange 

Rate) supply contract with a leading global chemical conglomerate. The contract entails supply of a 

high value specialty chemical intermediate for a period of 10 years.  

 The plant is expected to commission in Q4 FY 2021, with average annual revenue of USD12.5 mn.  

 The end use of the product is one of the major new growth initiative for the customer. The supply 

quantities of the contract will be used to seed the market and increase the potential market size of 

the product.  

 AIL estimates a capital investment of approx USD15 mn to setup a commercial scale manufacturing 

facility for the production of this speciality chemical intermediate. The upcoming facility will be 

located in the state of Gujarat. The product is not part of AIL's existing product range.  

 The process had been optimized and scaled up jointly by the technical teams of both the companies 

over last 4 years within the boundaries of stringent quality requirements. This particular deal not only 

augments AIL's product portfolio, but also testifies the elevated brand equity the company has among 

its targeted customers. 

Airlines data for the month of January 2019 

 The domestic airlines carried 1.25 crore passengers, a 9.1% growth over the same period PY when the 

airlines had flown 1.15 crore passengers. 

 SpiceJet had scored the highest PLF at 90.09% followed by AirAsia at 88.4%. Indigo had a PLF of 86.4% 

while Jet Airways scored 86.1% 

 During the month of January’19, the market share for Indigo was at 42.5% while SpiceJet and Jet 

Airways had a market share of 13.2% and 11.9% respectively. 

Ericsson starts deploying 5G-ready telecom equipment on Voda-Idea network 

Ericsson announced that it has started deploying 5G-ready equipment on Vodafone Idea (VIL) network. 

The equipment will be used for 4G services at present and can be upgraded to provide 5G services as per 

business requirement of Vodafone Idea Ltd. The 5G-ready solutions in the Ericsson Radio System 

portfolio will help boost the capacity of VIL's LTE (4G) network and broaden the availability of high quality 

mobile broadband services for its customers. 
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News Impact 

Canara Bank invites merchant bankers for USD350-500 million MTN issue 

Canara Bank invited bids from merchant bankers to manage its USD350-500 million issue of senior 

unsecured/tier-II capital bonds under its medium-term note (MTN) programme. The issue size may vary 

based on various factors including, but not limited to, management discretion and the indicative pricing. 

Further, the bank intends to initiate the process relating to the selection and appointment of JLMs (joint 

lead managers) to prepare the requisite documents including the offering circular and to undertake 

various activities in relation to the MTN bonds issue. 

GMR, Terna sign concession agreement for new airport in Greece 

GMR Infrastructure announced that its subsidiary GMR Airports and its Greek partner Terna Group have 

signed a concession agreement for construction of the new international airport in Greece's island Crete. 

The consortium intends to invest over EUR500 million (approx. INR4034.28 crore) for development of the 

new airport.  The concession agreement is for design, construction, financing, operation and 

maintenance of new international airport of Heraklion at Crete, Greece. The concession period for the 

project is 35 years including phase 1 construction of five years. The entire project will be funded through 

a mix of equity, accruals from the existing airport, and financial grant being provided by the Greece 

government. 

Renewed US sanctions on Iran revive fortunes of an Indian bank 

Renewed U.S. sanctions on Iran’s oil exports are giving a boost to the profits of one of India’s smaller 

state-owned banks, which has been struggling under the weight of a mountain of bad loans. UCO Bank 

expects its privileged status processing refiners’ payments for Iranian oil shipments to add more than 

INR800 crore (USD110 million) to annual earnings.  Indian refiners are required to deposit any money 

destined for Iran without interest with UCO Bank during periods when U.S. sanctions are in force. It is 

expected to improve bank’s net interest income as well as operating profit.  India was one of eight 

countries benefiting from a U.S. waiver, allowing it to import 9 million barrels of Iranian oil a month until 

April. UCO Bank, which was chosen by the government to pay for the imports during the waiver, and it 

has started receiving funds to pay for these shipments earlier this year and now has a steady float of 

more than INR100 billion rupees. 
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News Impact 

Global News 

Trump Is Said to Plan Meeting With China's Trade Chief 

President Donald Trump plans to meet with China’s top trade negotiator Friday afternoon as the U.S. 

tries to forge a preliminary deal with its biggest economic rival before tariffs on some Chinese imports 

more than double next month. The meeting with Chinese Vice Premier Liu He would cap the latest round 

of talks in Washington, with Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer leading the U.S. delegation. Plans for 

a meeting between Trump and Liu signal optimism that talks are making sufficient progress to warrant 

another face-to-face meeting between the two men. 

Iron Ore Supply Shock Means It's `Apocalypse' Now for Freight 

The iron ore market’s supply shock from Vale SA’s output cuts has roiled prices of the raw material and 

boosted rival miners’ shares. Behind the scenes, the same event is crushing freight rates for hauling the 

commodity across the world’s oceans on prospects for fewer cargoes. Since the miner’s dam burst 

disaster on Jan. 25, the Baltic Exchange Capesize Index has more than halved to hit a two-year low, and 

it’s still dropping. 

China to Propose USD30 Billion More U.S. Agriculture Purchases 

China is proposing that it could buy an additional USD30 billion a year of U.S. agricultural products 

including soybeans, corn and wheat as part of a possible trade deal being negotiated by the two 

countries, according to people with knowledge of the plan. The offer to buy the extra farm produce 

would be part of the memoranda of understanding under discussion by U.S. and Chinese negotiators in 

Washington. The purchases would be on top of pre-trade war levels and continue for the period covered 

by the memoranda. 

India Sugar Mills Boost Exports After Global Prices Climb 

Sugar mills in India boosted exports this week after global prices surged on supply concern, says Praful 

Vithalani, chairman of the All India Sugar Trade Association. Mills contracted to export 50,000 tons in the 

last two days as there is parity in price now: Vithalani. Sugar prices climbed to a 15-week high on 

Wednesday. Due to an increase in international sugar prices, export deals are taking place. Export 

contracts for this season so far total 1.8m tons, as of a week ago. 

Indian Govt Working With States to End Branded Generic Drugs 

Indian government has no timeline for stripping generic medicines of their brand names, Jai Priye 

Prakash, secretary of the department of pharmaceuticals, said in Bengaluru today. On Dec. 1, India is said 

to stall Drug Price Proposal as Industry Balks. In the sidelines of the same event, Drug Controller General 

of India Eswara Reddy separately said he expects results “in coming days” of tests to check the presence 

of cancer causing asbestos in Johnson & Johnson talcum powder products. 
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News Impact 

Trump Warns EU of Car Tariffs as Commerce Probe Offers New Ammo 

President Donald Trump reiterated his threat to impose tariffs on cars imported from the European 

Union if the U.S. can’t reach a trade deal with the EU, ratcheting up pressure amid already strained 

relations between the traditional allies. Trump’s latest threat came just days after the Commerce 

Department sent him the findings of a probe into the national-security risks of auto imports. The Trump 

administration hasn’t disclosed the conclusions in the report, but it isn’t wasting time trying to use it as 

leverage to extract concessions. 

Japan's Manufacturing PMI Shows First Contraction Since 2016 

Activity in Japan’s manufacturing sector contracted in February for the first time in two and a half years, 

as production and new orders fell, according to preliminary data that will strengthen concerns about a 

global economic slowdown. The Nikkei Japan Purchasing Managers Index for manufacturers declined to 

48.5, its lowest reading since June 2016. It follows trade data on Tuesday that showed a worse-than-

expected fall in Japanese exports in January. 

China Demand This Year Is `Very Strong'  

Trade issues with China aren’t having a meaningful impact on sales, and the pace of equipment 

replacement in the Asian nation is at normal levels, said Caterpillar Company in a presentation at a 

conference. Dealer inventory is about where Caterpillar would expect, and some growth in dealer 

stockpiles is foreseen as sellers prepare for spring, she says.  In energy, would need to see a couple more 

months of strong oil prices for customers to feel comfortable to increase ordering activity.  

Argentina Signs Accord to Export More Soy Oil to India: Chamber 

Argentina crop crushing chamber Ciara signed agreement with Indian vegetable oil association SEA to 

increase soy oil exports to USD2b/year, according to emailed statement from Ciara. Exports to India last 

year were USD1.34b, according to government data. Argentine President Mauricio Macri is heading a visit 

to Asia this week of government and business representatives. Argentina is world’s biggest exporter of 

soy oil; India is the main destination. Of Argentina’s 574,000 tons of sunflower oil shipments last year, 

just 59,000 tons went to India. 

U.S. Said to Seek Stable Yuan as China Trade Talks Progress 

The U.S. is asking China to keep the value of the yuan stable as part of trade negotiations between the 

world’s two largest economies, a move aimed at neutralizing any effort by Beijing to devalue its currency 

to counter American tariffs, people familiar with the ongoing talks said. Officials from the two countries 

are discussing how to address currency policy in a Memorandum of Understanding.  

Fed Hints Hiking Bias Endures as Balance-Sheet Rolloff Nears End 

Federal Reserve policy makers see 2019 marking the end of their balance sheet run-off, but not 

necessarily their interest-rate increases. Minutes of the central bank’s Jan. 29-30 policy meeting released 

on Wednesday showed “almost all participants” agreeing it best to halt roll-offs this year, a move that 

should be welcomed by investors worried the balance sheet draw-down is hurting the economy. 
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News Impact 

Japan’s Exports Fall Again as Signs of Global Slowdown Mount 

Japanese exports fell again in January as shipments to China tumbled, adding to signs that slowing global 

demand is weighing on Japan’s export-dependent economy. Shipments declined 8.4 % by value from a 

year earlier, recording a second consecutive monthly drop for the first time since 2016, according to the 

finance ministry. Economists had forecast a 5.7 % fall. Exports to China, Japan’s biggest trading partner, 

fell 17 % to the lowest level in two years. 

Britain Targets Brexit Deal Within Days as May Heads to Brussels 

Prime Minister Theresa May is making a last-ditch attempt to save her Brexit deal and prevent Parliament 

seizing control of the U.K.’s divorce from the European Union. The British government sees May’s 

meeting on Wednesday with European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker in Brussels as a crucial 

chance to get legally binding changes to the so-called Irish border backstop, which has proved the biggest 

obstacle to getting a deal. But EU officials are playing down the prospects of an imminent breakthrough, 

saying the meeting is just a staging post in the resumption of talks. 

Russian and Saudi Leaders Agree to Continue Oil Coordination 

Russian President Vladimir Putin and Saudi King Salman Bin Abdulaziz agreed to extend their joint 

cooperation on the global oil market, according to the Kremlin. In a phone conversation on Tuesday, both 

leaders exchanged opinions about the oil market and confirmed their “readiness to continue 

coordination,” according to a statement on the Kremlin’s website. Putin and King Salman also discussed 

bilateral cooperation in trade and investment. 

India Approves Terms to Make Coal Mine Bids More Attractive 

India’s cabinet today approved new terms for auction of coal mines for captive use, the Press Information 

Bureau said in an emailed statement. As per new terms, winners are allowed to sell up to 25% of the 

produce from the mines in the open market: PIB. Winners to pay a 15% premium over final bid price on 

rupees/ton basis for volumes sold in open market. New terms to make future auctions more attractive 

and commercially viable and will address the issue of lack of response in previous bids. 

Sugar Output in India Seen Sinking to 3-Year Low Next Season 

Sugar output in India, which vies with Brazil as the world’s top grower, will likely drop to a three-year low 

next season as dry weather in some main areas of the western region cuts planting. Production may slide 

to less than 30 million metric tons in the year that begins on Oct. 1 from an estimated 31.5 million tons 

this season. India produced a record 32.5 million tons in 2017-18, according to the Indian Sugar Mills 

Association. A shrinking harvest will potentially cut overseas shipments and support global prices that fell 

21% in 2018. 
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News Impact 

Hedge Fund Operator Plans USD1 Billion India-Focused ESG Fund 

Avendus Capital Ltd. has started accepting money for one of India’s first funds to base investment 

decisions on environment, social and governance parameters as investor concerns about governance at 

Indian companies surge. Avendus expects to raise USD1 billion over two years with its ESG fund and sees 

around 70 % of that money coming from overseas investors. 

Buyback Spree Alive in India as State Firms Join Tech Majors 

India Inc. is extending a banner year for share buybacks. Seven weeks into 2019, two dozen companies 

led by technology major Infosys Ltd. have announced or completed plans to buy 170.5 billion rupees 

(USD2.4 billion) of their own stock, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. This compares with about 

545 billion rupees for all of 2018, which was the highest in at least six years, the data show. 

Palm Oil Seen Getting Whacked Again by Draft EU Biofuels Law 

A draft law on biofuels by the European Union is poised to deliver another blow to the world’s most-

consumed vegetable oil. The EU Commission on Feb. 8 submitted a delegated act that classifies palm oil 

from large plantations as unsustainable and proposes that the oil be excluded from the bloc’s biofuels 

target. That would be a setback for palm producers struggling to improve the perception and 

marketability of the tropical oil. 

India's coal import rises 5% to 190 MT in Apr-Jan 

Coal imports increased by 5.1 per cent to 189.9 million tonnes (MT) in the April-January period of the 

ongoing fiscal. Coal imports were at 180.61 (MT) in the April-January period of the previous fiscal. But 

January month saw a decline in coal import to 17.25 MT from 19.59 MT in the same month of the 

previous fiscal. 
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Domestic Events 

Company Record Date Ex-Date Details 

Sandesh Ltd   Cash dividend of INR5 effective 25/02/2019 

Garnet Construction Ltd   Corporate meeting effective 25/02/2019 

Banco Products India Ltd   Cash dividend of INR5 effective 26/02/2019 

Neelamalai Agro Industries Ltd   Cash dividend of INR10 effective 26/02/2019 

Everest Industries Ltd   Corporate meeting effective 26/02/2019 

Kothari Industrial Corp   Corporate meeting effective 26/02/2019 

Ambuja Cements Ltd   Cash dividend of INR1.50 effective 27/02/2019 

Amtek Auto Ltd   Corporate meeting effective 27/02/2019 

Oil & Natural Gas Corp Ltd   Cash dividend of INR5.25 effective 28/02/2019 

Central Bank of India   Corporate meeting effective 28/02/2019 

Lesha Industries Ltd   Corporate meeting effective 28/02/2019 

Compuage Infocom Ltd   Corporate meeting effective 01/03/2019 

RattanIndia Power Ltd   Corporate meeting effective 01/03/2019 

Events 

Global Events 

 February 25, 2019:  Japan Leading Economic Index for December 2018. 
 February 26, 2019:  The U.S. Housing Starts for December 2018. 
 February 27, 2019:  The U.S. MBA Mortgage Application for the week ended February 22, 2019., The U.S. Factory Orders 

for December 2018., The U.S. Pending Home Sales for January 2018., Euro Area Business Confidence for February 2019. 
 February 28, 2019:  China NBS Manufacturing PMI for February 2019., Japan Industrial Production and Retail Sales for 

January 2019., The U.S. Initial Jobless Claims for February 23, 2019., The U.S. GDP growth for Q4 2018. 
 March 01, 2019:  The U.S. Personal Income and Personal Spending for January 2019., The U.S. ISM Manufacturing PMI for 

February 2019., Euro Area Manufacturing PMI for February 2019., Japan Nikkei Manufacturing PMI for February 2019., 
Japan Consumer Confidence for February 2019., Euro Area Inflation for January 2019. 

 February 28, 2019:  India GDP for Q3 FY19., India Infrastructure Output for January 2019. 
 March 01, 2019:  India Nikkei Manufacturing PMI for February 2019., India’s Foreign Exchange Reserve for the week end-

ed February 22, 2019.  

Source of News : The content may have been taken from The Economic Times, Business Standard, Business Line, 

Mint and other leading financial newspapers and financial portals BSE,NSE, Bloomberg, Moneycontrol & others. 

CORPORATE ACTION BONUS / RIGHTS / STOCK SPLIT / DIVIDEND / FCCB / M&A / WARRANTS ETC. 
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